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If you are the victim of sexual assault, or for more                  
information, please call 1-888-772-PCAR



Understanding Sexual Violence
Sexual violence violates a person’s trust and feeling of safety.  It occurs 
anytime a person is forced, coerced, and/or manipulated into unwanted 
sexual activity.  The continuum of sexual violence includes rape, incest, 
child sexual assault, ritual abuse, date and acquaintance rape, statutory 
rape, marital or partner rape, sexual exploitation, sexual contact, sexual 
harassment, exposure, and voyeurism.  

Sexual Violence and People with Disabilities
The Research 

According to research, most people with disabilities will experience 
some form of sexual assault or abuse (Sobsey & Varnhagen, 1989).  

More than 90 percent of people with developmental disabilities will 
experience sexual abuse at some point in their lives.  Forty-nine percent 
will experience 10 or more abusive incidents (Valenti-Hein & Schwartz, 1995).   

The incidence of sexual assault experienced by women with 
developmental disabilities is reported to be up to 90% compared to 33% 
of women without disabilities, and up to 60% for men with disabilities 
compared to 15% of men without disabilities (Hingsburger, 2001).

There are many reasons for these overwhelming numbers.  People with 
disabilities are taught to be compliant, dependant on others, and physically 
and/or emotionally vulnerable.  Many people with disabilities are afraid to 
tell, many others do not know what sexual assault is, or that it is against 
the law. Many people with disabilities also lack information about their 
bodies, relationships, and sexuality. 

Additionally, many people with disabilities have not been taught 
boundaries.  This situation is made worse with high turnover in residential 
programs where new staff (i.e. strangers) are bathing people with 
disabilities within hours of meeting them.     

Few people who commit these crimes are ever charged or convicted.  
This means that many people are not punished for these crimes, and 
that the perpetrators will not show up on criminal checks used to keep 
people with disabilities safe. 

Many people who work in the disability system do not know the 
Pennsylvania sexual assault laws.  Sexual assault that occurs between people 
with disabilities is often not treated as a crime.  Additionally, many people 
with developmental disabilities are not able to give consent to sexual 
relationships because of cognitive and/or communication limitations.  Sexual 
relationships in these situations could be against the law.    
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Immediate Concerns
The period immediately following an assault is emotionally-charged, 
confusing, and frightening.  If you are assisting a sexual assault victim, it is 
important to address the following topics as soon as it is appropriate.

Physical Safety:  Make sure the victim is in a safe place. Encourage her 
or him to call or be with someone she or he trusts for emotional support.  
In Pennsylvania, contact your local sexual violence center at 1-888-772-
PCAR for free and confi dential counseling and support.  

Evidence:  Valuable evidence of the assault may remain on the victim’s 
body and clothes.  Encourage the victim not to eat, drink, smoke, comb 
her or his hair; shower, urinate, defecate, or douche before going to the 
emergency room.  However, if she or he has already done these things, 
don’t let this stop her or him from seeking medical care.  Also, if possible, 
have the victim place the clothes she or he was wearing during the assault 
in a paper bag and take them to the hospital with her or him.
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There are many reasons that people with disabilities can not secure 
their own physical safety.

• People with developmental disabilities (mental retardation) and/or   
 people with physical disabilities are often dependant on others for   
 their care and housing. 
• People with disabilities should call someone that they trust to help   
 secure their physical safety just like anyone else.  This person could   
 be a police offi cer, a rape crisis center counselor, family member, staff  
 at an agency where they receive services, or the County Offi ce of   
 Mental Retardation. 
• Caregivers and other trusted people can also be the perpetrators,   
 at times making it more diffi cult to secure the safety of people with  
 disabilities.  

•  People with disabilities may be dependent on others to protect any   
 evidence that may be on their bodies. It is important that families and  
 agency staff understand the importance of physical evidence so that   
 the option of collecting this evidence exists. 



Medical Attention:  Doctors can check for injuries that may not be 
visible.  Hospital personal can also treat the victim for possible sexually 
transmitted diseases and 
provide medication to prevent 
pregnancy (emergency 
contraception).  Hospital 
personal may also perform a 
rape exam to collect evidence 
in case the victim decides 
to prosecute. Physicians in 
emergency rooms should 
notify local sexual violence 
center, and a counselor will 
come to the hospital to talk to 
the victim.
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• The fi rst choice for   
 a medical examination  
 is for the person with  
 disabilities to be taken to  
 an emergency department  
 where physicians and nurses have more experience completing a   
 sexual assault examination.  These physicians and nurses should have   
 the special training needed to complete a rape kit that can be used as   
 evidence in court.  The decision to press charges can always be made   
 later, but without evidence it may be diffi cult to press charges. Call   
 your local sexual violence center for a referral to the hospital in your   
 county most equipped to treat victims of sexual assault.

• Victims with disabilities can present a wide range of special needs (i.e.   
 not be able to talk, have cerebral palsy, need a communication device,   
 or have mental health issues).  Hospital personal, rape crisis    
 counselors, and police offi cers may need help working    
 with people who present these special needs.  Friends, family, or   
 agency staff providers can give advice to the professionals caring   
 for the sexual assault victim with disabilities about how to best   
 provide them with services.  



Reporting the Assault:  Whether or not the victim decides to prosecute, 
ask her or him to consider notifying police of the assault.  Pressing charges 
may help the victim feel empowered after the assault.

Counseling:  The victim has been through a traumatic experience and 
may need help dealing with her or his feelings.  Call 1-888-772-PCAR for 
a rape crisis center in Pennsylvania near you. The services at all sexual 
violence centers are free.  If 
the assault is reported to the 
police and the person agrees 
to press charges, the victim 
compensation assistance 
program (go to www.pccd.
state.us for more information) 
will pay for a variety of 
services, including private 
therapy.  Advocates at your 
local rape crisis centers can 
help the victim complete the 
victim compensation assistance 
program application.   

• Counseling is important for 
all victims of sexual assault; 
few people with disabilities 
are given the opportunity 
to receive counseling because they are dependant on others for 
transportation and the support needed to attend therapy.
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• There are many barriers to reporting sexual abuse for people with   
 disabilities. Many people with disabilities are not believed.  Others do   
 not know they can call 911, and some cannot talk     
 to report their abuse.  

• Some people with disabilities use sign language, liberators, assistive   
 technology, facilitated communication, communication books, people   
 who can understand their speech, and interpreters to communicate



Communicating with the Victim
Effective communication is important to a sexual assault victim’s long-term 
adjustment.
If you are wondering what you should and shouldn’t say and do, here are 
several suggestions.

  DO  Remain calm.  It is common for you to feel shocked and outraged, 
but expressing these emotions to the victim may cause her or him more 
trauma.

  DO  Believe the victim.  Make it clear to the victim that you believe the 
assault happened and that the assault is not her or his fault.  Do not ask 
“why” questions that may make the victim defensive, such as “Why were 
you wearing that?” or “Why were you alone?”

  DO  Give the victim control.  All control was stripped from the victim 
during the assault.  Empower her or him to make decisions about what 
steps to take next, but do not tell her or him what to do.

  DO  Let the victim express feelings.  Allow the victim to cry, scream, 
be silent, etc. Remember, the victim is angry with the assailant and the 
situation, not with you.  Just be there to listen.
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• When people with developmental disabilities report a sexual assault 
they are often not believed.  It is essential to support victims by 
offering to take them to the hospital, call the police, and/or call a rape 
crisis counselor.

• Paid agency staff need to follow agency policies and procedures that 
may require reporting the assault.  However, the victim should be 
given control whenever possible.  

• If the victim does not receive services from the Mental Retardation 
System, she or he should make decisions about the assault.  However, 
some people with disabilities may not know their rights or the 
support systems that are available to them.  Let the victim know 
about these resources so she or he can make informed decisions. 



  DO  Assure the victim of your friendship.  The victim needs to know that 
regardless of what happened, your relationship will remain intact. 

  DO  Maintain confi dentiality.  Let the victim decide who will know about 
the assault.  It is not your place to tell people.

  DO  Encourage counseling.  Give the victim the hotline number for the 
nearest sexual violence crisis center, but let the victim decide whether or 
not to go.

 DO NOT  Get angry if the victim is reluctant to talk.  Do not accuse her 
or him of “hiding something” because she or he did not tell you sooner.  
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• Free counseling is available in every county, however few people with 
disabilities receive treatment for sexual assault.  Every attempt should 
be made to offer and support people in obtaining counseling.  

• Under no circumstances should people be forced or coerced into 
counseling.

• Some victims with disabilities have diffi culty communicating and may 
need communication devices or other supports to enable them to 
communicate their feelings. 

• It is important for agencies to train their staff on how to maintain 
professional boundaries.  It is important to tell the victim that you can 
not keep secrets about current or (possibly) past sexual assault but 
that you are there to support them. 

• Pennsylvania Offi ce of Mental Retardation requires all contracted 
agencies to report all suspected sexual assaults into the Home and 
Community Information Service System (HCSIS).  This means that any 
person receiving services from this system or their family does not 
have complete control as to whether the sexual assault is reported. 
(This should still be included because not everyone falls under the 
HCSIS system.)

• All incidents that are reported to the HCSIS are kept confi dential 
within that system. 



She or he may fear rejection, may want to protect loved ones from the 
pain, or is too embarrassed.  Sometimes, one way the victim can feel in 
control of the situation is by not talking.

 DO NOT  Pry into the physically intimate aspects of the assault.  A sexual 
assault is a traumatic and intimate violation.  The victim may not want to 
recall and share frightening sexual acts.

 DO NOT  Confront the offender or encourage revenge.  Do not tell the 
victim that you will “get” the offender or support any thoughts of revenge.  
A confrontation can add additional trauma, especially if the offender is a 
loved one.  It also can be extremely dangerous.  Leave it to the proper 
authorities.

 DO NOT  Hold or touch the 
victim without asking permission.  
Physical touch can cause anxiety or 
fl ashbacks.  Consider other ways to 
show support and affection.
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• People should be given time and space to talk about what happened 
to them.

•  THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT - If the police are involved do not 
interview the person until the police investigation is done.  Multiple 
interviews should be avoided whenever possible.

• THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT 
- Respecting the boundar-
ies of victims is necessary for 
them to feel safe.  This issue 
can become complex if the 
person requires attendant care.  
Always ask permission fi rst 
before you touch the person.  



 DO NOT  Say everything is all right.  Even if the victim is in a safe place, 
everything is probably not “all right” with her or him.  It may take years 
to heal from the sexual assault.  Avoid minimizing the gravity of what has 
happened to her or him.

• Tell the victim that she or he are not alone, and that this has happened to 
many other people; with and without disabilities.

• Provide the victim with concrete information about what may happen in 
the immediate future, including the medical exam, police involvement and 
interviews . 

 DO NOT  Make 
promises.  Don’t make 
any promises that 
you’re not sure you will 
be able to keep.  For 
instance, don’t promise 
that the victim will 
never be hurt again or 
the offender will go to 
jail.  The victim has put 
all her or his trust in 
you – you don’t want 
to break that trust.
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• Cases that involve a person with developmental disabilities may never 
go to court.  The police or district attorney may decide not to press 
charges because the victim with a disability is determined not to be a 
“credible witness” or there may not be enough evidence. 



Understanding Sexual Violence
Child Sexual Abuse

Child sexual abuse is any sexual 
contact between a child 
and an adult (or older child) 

that results in sexual stimulation and 
gratifi cation for the adult.   Child sexual 
abuse includes rape; incest; sodomy; 
indecent assault; sexual touching or 
fondling of the child’s genitals; exposing 
children to adult sexual activity; 
exposing the child to adult movies and 
photographs; sexualized talk; having 
the child pose, undress, or perform in 
a sexual nature; voyeurism; and forced 
prostitution.

Because children seek approval from adults, they are vulnerable to abuse.  
The use of physical force is rarely necessary to draw a child into sexual 
activity (Crime Victims Council, 1998).  Perpetrators often “groom” 
children for sexual assault.  The grooming process includes building trust, 
bestowing favors, alienating others, demanding secrecy, and violating 
boundaries (Horton, et al., 1990).

Male Sexual Violence
Sexual assaults of men are frequently violent and involve weapons.  This is 
because males who rape other males realize that their victims are likely to 
have the muscle power to resist, so they rely on brutality to accomplish 
their ends (McEvoy, et al., 1999).
Approximately 62% of men sexually assaulted by other men knew who assaulted 
them (Rennison, 2001).
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• Men who have disabilities are often more physically and/or 
emotionally vulnerable than their non-disabled peers.

• Most people with disabilities do not tell.  Only three percent of sexual 
abuse cases involving people with developmental disabilities will ever 
be reported (Valenti-Hein & Swartz, 1995).



Often, men reporting muggings or robberies have also been sexually 
assaulted.  Emergency room doctors and police, however, do not typically 
look for behavior signs for sexual assault in men.  

Most sexual assaults of males are perpetrated by other males. However, 
male rape has nothing to do with the sexual orientation of either the victim 
or the offender.  Rape is not an expression of sexuality; it is a crime that 
is motivated by a need to control, humiliate and harm.  Therefore, male 
rape does not mean that a heterosexual victim will become gay, or that a 
homosexual victim caused the assault.
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• Statistically 97 to 99 percent of people with developmental disabilities 
(mental retardation) know and trust their perpetrator (Baladreian, 
1991).  Often these people are in a care giving role.  

• People with disabilities may be dependant on their perpetrator for 
their care.  This makes it diffi cult or impossible for them to secure 
their own safety from their abuser.  

• Sometimes the abuser is another person with disabilities.   

• These unique situations increase the responsibility of friends, family or 
professionals who suspect or observe abuse or sexual assault to act 
to protect the person with disabilities from harm.



Acquaintance Rape
Acquaintance rape (non-stranger sexual assault) is rape by someone known 
to the victim.  The offender can be anyone from a slight acquaintance to a 
husband or partner.  In many acquaintance rape cases, the rape occurs on a 
date or in the context of a dating relationship.

Many acquaintance rape victims feel they are somehow responsible for the 
assault — for going to the offender’s room alone, using drugs or alcohol, 
or failing to control the offender’s “natural urges.” Because of their feelings 
of confusion and guilt, victims of acquaintance rape are the least likely to 
report the crime to law enforcement.  In one study, only 28 percent of 
those sexually assaulted by an acquaintance informed the police (Wiehe & 
Richards, 1995).

Rape or sexual assault is the violent crime least often reported to law 
enforcement (Rennison, 2001).

When many people think about rape, they often picture someone 
overpowering the other with a weapon or brute strength.  But the force 
used in acquaintance rape often takes a different form.  Those forms 
include:
✔ threatening the person with physical harm
✔ threatening to harm another person
✔ intimidation
✔ implying that something even worse will happen if the person does not 
    give in
✔ not listening when the person says “no”
✔ getting the person drunk or high in order to have sex

Silence is not consent.
Sometimes victims are too scared, disoriented, or shocked to say no or 
fi ght back.  This does not mean they consented to the sexual activity.
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• People with disabilities are taught compliance; many people with 
disabilities may not know that they can say no to people who have 
more power than they have.



Myths and Facts
          “  Sexual violence can sometimes be the victim’s fault.”

             Sexual violence is NEVER the victim’s fault.  It doesn’t matter if the 
victim was dressed seductively, drinking or using drugs, out at night alone, 
on a date with the perpetrator - no one asks to be raped. The responsibility 
and blame lie with the perpetrator, never with the victim.

The absence of injuries sometimes suggests to others that the victim failed 
to resist and, therefore, must have consented.  Often, rapists only need the 
threat of violence to control their victims.  They also sometimes use “date 
rape” drugs to incapacitate their victims.

Some victims submit to the assault for fear of greater harm.  Submitting 
does not mean the victim gave consent.  Each rape victim does whatever 
she or he needs to do at the time in order to survive.

             “If a child I know was being sexually abused, she or he would tell 
me right away.”

             Because they are confused by the abuse, feel responsible, or are 
being threatened by the abuser, children don’t automatically tell a parent.  
In fact, 75 percent of children who disclose abuse do so accidentally.  Even 
after a child has confi rmed sexual abuse, approximately one-fi fth recant 
their allegations.  However, 
92 percent of those who 
recant will reaffi rm their 
abuse at a later date 
(Sorensen & Snow, 1991).

Be sure to talk frequently 
and openly about sexual 
abuse with your children.  
The more they know and 
the more comfortable 
they feel talking to you, the 
more willing they may be 
to report sexual abuse.
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             “Males should be able to prevent their rape.”

             Many people mistakenly believe that men should be able to 
prevent the assault by putting up a fi ght.  The belief is that if a man failed 
to fi ght off an attack, he is weak.  No rape victim – male or female, gay or 
straight – should be judged for failure to stop an assault. 

Some people also believe that if the victim is homosexual or had an 
erection during the assault, he enjoyed it.  No one asks to be raped!  It is 
important to understand that sexual response is automatic and not within 
the victim’s control – just because his body reacted sexually does not mean 
he enjoyed the abuse.

It is estimated that 1 in 6 boys will be sexually assaulted before age 18 (Finkelhor, 
et al., 1990),and an estimated 92,700 men experience a completed or 
attempted rape(s) each year in the United States (Tjaden & Thoennes, 1998). 

             “If the people are dating, it’s not rape.”

             Rape is rape no matter what the relationship is between the 
victim and perpetrator.  Rape is not just committed by strangers in dark 
alleys.  Nearly 7 in 10 rape and sexual assault victims know their attacker 
(Rennison, 2000).  In a national crime victimization survey, 82 percent of 
rapes and sexual assaults were committed by friends, acquaintances, and 
intimates (Bachman & Saltzman, 1995).

Everyone has the right to change her or his mind – even about sex.  One 
form of sexual contact does not necessarily open the door to other sexual 
activity.  Even if the two have had intercourse before, the perpetrator does 
not have the right to force sex on the victim.

There are many ways a person can be forced into sexual activity.  
Sometimes perpetrators use physical force or a weapon, but more often 
they use coercion, manipulation, or psychological pressure.
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• Males with disabilities are vulnerable to sexual assault at a signifi cantly 
higher rate than other males.

MYTH
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MYTH

FACT



Questions and Concerns
“Since she was raped, my teenage daughter has been sexually 
promiscuous.  Why is she behaving like this?  I thought she would be 
more fearful.”

Each victim of sexual violence reacts differently.  Some become 
frightened of going out or being alone.  Others lash out and engage 
in dangerous activities.

The change in your daughter’s behavior is a reaction to being raped.  Rape 
is a crime of power and control in which sex is used as a weapon.  The 
sexual assault robbed your daughter of a sense of control over her life.  She 
may view sexual promiscuity as a way to gain that power back.  Instead of 
viewing sex as something to be shared lovingly with another person, she 
views it as a way to keep others at a distance – an “I’m using them before 
they can use me” attitude.

Other victims view sex as shameful and dirty.  In response to the sexual 
assault, they stop all sexual activity.  It is not uncommon for a rape victim to 
experience fl ashbacks 
or to dissociate during 
sexual relations.  To 
avoid these negative 
effects, they avoid sex.

“My brother was 
sexually abused as 
a child.  Now, as an 
adult, he abuses drugs 
and alcohol. Is there a 
connection?”

A history of childhood 
sexual abuse is often 
associated with 
increased risk of 
substance abuse.  Sexual 
abuse survivors of both 
sexes were 70 to 80 
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percent more likely to report heavy alcohol abuse than were non-abused 
adults (Zierler.et al., 1991).

Many survivors feel a profound sense of loneliness and alienation from 
others.  To satisfy their need to belong, they gravitate toward the most 
readily available forms of social support – the crowd at the local bar and/or 
drug-using party people.

Some survivors have found that, for a time, the pain of the sexual abuse 
stops when they are high.  However, using substances doesn’t stop the 
pain forever and struggling with an addiction brings new pain. Alcohol is a 
depressant and can increase mood swings, dissociative episodes, and the 
risk of self-harm.  Similarly, while amphetamines increase energy, they can 
also cause acute panic attacks in survivors, who are already likely to suffer 
from anxiety.  

The most important priority for addicted survivors is to get sober and 
clean.

“What do I do to report the sexual assault of my best friend?”

The decision of whether or not to report the assault should be made 
by your friend.  If the assault occurred within the past 72 hours, it is 
recommended that your friend undergo a rape exam at a hospital.  This 
decision, however, should be made by the victim.  The exam, which 
is conducted before she is allowed to bathe or change clothes, may entail a 
lengthy wait in the emergency room followed by a pelvic exam; vaginal, oral, 
and rectal swabs; a pubic combing; fi ngernail scrapings; and treatment for 
pregnancy, STDs, and any injuries.

This kind of exam, performed by strangers in the aftermath of the assault, 
can be very upsetting.  One way you can help is to request that the exam 
be performed by a sexual assault forensic examiner (SAFE) or sexual 
assault nurse examiner (SANE), a professional who is trained to perform 
the exam in a sensitive manner.  Another way you can help the victim is to 
ensure that a counselor from the local rape crisis center is present, if one 
has not already been notifi ed.

Most hospitals are required to report the assault to the police.  However, 
it is up to the victim to decide if she or he wants to talk to a detective.  
Following the exam, a detective will be assigned to the case and will 
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interview the victim.   The victim will need to give a statement recalling the 
events surrounding the assault and details of the assault itself.

In the hours and days that follow, the victim will be expected to repeat the 
story of the assault many different times to many different people.  Many 
victims fi nd it diffi cult to repeat the intimate details of the assault over and 
over again.

If the district attorney decides to prosecute the crime, the lengthy legal 
process begins wherein the truth and accuracy of the victim’s story may 
be repeatedly called into question.  Once the charges have been fi led, the 
crime is viewed as an action against the state, with the victim serving as a 
witness on behalf of the state.

• Many people with disabilities are determined by the district attorney not 
to be “credible witnesses” in court. As a result the collection of physical 
evidence is even more important than with non-developmentally disabled 
people.

   
The most important thing you can do for your friend is to be there to 
listen and support her or him.
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Long-term Effects

A sexual assault is a serious life crisis – a time of overwhelming 
turmoil and confusion.  A victim of sexual violence may experience 
a wide range of emotions.  The following is a list of common 

reactions many sexual violence survivors experience.

Many survivors of sexual violence are overwhelmed by their emotions 
and feel that they are “going crazy.”  Sometimes, what they need most is 
reassurance that what they are feeling is normal.  They need to be told 
that it’s okay for them to be mad, fearful, sad, or numb.  Acknowledging 
and working through the feelings are the fi rst step toward coping with the 
crisis.

Sexual violence is among the most common cause of post-traumatic stress 
disorder.  Counseling can help survivors better manage their emotions and 
may even lessen the long-term effects of the trauma.  Free and confi dential 
support counseling is available through local rape crisis centers.
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Denial
Helplessness
Dislike of sex
Anger
Self-blame
Depression
Shame
Nightmares

Rationalization
Anxiety
Flashbacks
Dissociation
Promiscuity
Fear
Mood swings
Numbness

Guilt
Loneliness
Social withdrawal
Diffi culty with intimacy
Diffi culty concentrating
Diffi culty trusting 
themselves or others
Crisis of faith

• Many people with disabilities who have post traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) are treated as if they have a “behavior problem.”  They are 
not properly diagnosed or provided with counseling and therapy for 
PTSD.  Chronic PTSD will not go away without treatment.    

• Many people with disabilities do not have access to therapy or 
counseling.  There are many reasons for this including dependence on 
others for support and transportation.  

• Access to treatment, therapy and counseling after a sexual assault is 
as critical for people with disabilities for all victims.  



The chances that a victim will develop 
post-traumatic stress disorder after an 
assault are between 50 and 95 percent 
(Population Information Program. 2000)

Common Reactions                       
of Male Victims
Sexually abused boys often exhibit 
high-risk behavior, including the use 
of prostitutes, unprotected sex, a 
high number of sexual partners, 
behavior and legal problems, drug 
and alcohol abuse, and suicide 
(Holmes & Slap, 1998).

Male survivors may experience fear 
and anger over the loss of control 
over their bodies and themselves.  
This is especially strong if the 
survivor has been raised to believe 
that showing emotions is wrong 
or weak.  He may also feel dirty, 
ashamed, and guilty that he wasn’t 
“strong enough” to protect himself.

Sexual identity becomes an important issue for some males after a sexual 
assault.  A heterosexual survivor may believe the assault means he is gay 
because of the way his body reacted during the assault.  However it is 
important to remember that sexual response is automatic and not within 
his control – just because his body reacted sexually does not mean he 
enjoyed the abuse.  A homosexual or bi-sexual man may feel he is to blame 
for the assault because of his sexual orientation.  No one asks to be raped!
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• Men with disabilities can be physically weaker than non-disabled 
men and feel additional guilt because they were not able to defend 
themselves against sexual assault.



Effects of the Assault on You

Sexual violence affects not only the victim, but also those close to her 
or him.  If someone you know has been sexually assaulted, you may 
experience many of the same emotions as the victim.  You may also 

experience:
✔ impatience at your loved one’s long recovery
✔ guilt that you did not prevent the assault
✔ fear over the realization that you are also vulnerable
✔ a strong desire for revenge
✔ a desire to “fi x it” and move on
✔ a rationalization that it “wasn’t that bad”

It is just as important 
for you to deal with 
your own reactions and 
feelings as it is to deal 
with the victim’s.  In 
order to fully support 
the victim, you must 
also deal with your 
own response to the 
assault.  The survivor is 
not the only one who 
may need counseling.

How to               
Help Yourself
✔ If you are male and the survivor is female, do not take personally any   
    anger she feels toward men
✔ Talk to a counselor or call a rape crisis hotline.
✔ Educate yourself about rape and rape prevention.
✔ Moderate your stress levels through activities with other friends and/or 
    through “alone time.”
✔ Do not expect to be able to make the survivor feel better all of the time.
✔ Do not blame yourself.  The only person who is at fault is the person  
    who committed the crime.
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Risk Reduction 
Although sexual violence can never be prevented, here are some 
suggestions to help you reduce your risk of being assaulted.

Trust your gut.  If you don’t feel comfortable in a situation, leave.

Be in charge of your own life.  Don’t put yourself in a situation where 
you have to rely on other people to take care of you.

Be cautious inviting someone into your home or going to someone 
else’s home.  Three out of fi ve rapes/sexual assaults occur in the victim’s 
home or the home of an acquaintance (Greenfeld, 1997).

Do not mix sexual decisions with drugs and/or alcohol.  Your ability to 
make smart decisions is hampered when you are drunk or high.

When going out with someone new, don’t feel you have to go alone.  
Go on a group date or meet in a pubic place.

Be aware of date rape drugs.  Don’t accept beverages in open containers, 
and never leave your drink unattended.

Avoid falling for lines such as “If you loved 
me…” If your partner loved you, she or he 
would respect your feelings and wait until you 
are ready for sexual activity.

Avoid individuals who:
✔ don’t listen to you
✔ ignore personal space boundaries
✔ make you feel guilty or accuse you of being 
    “uptight” for resisting sexual advances
✔ express sexist attitude and jokes
✔ act jealous or possessive
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• This is not possible for many people with disabilities who live in group 
homes or institutions.  New agency staff are hired frequently, and most 
people with disabilities have little input on who is hired to work with 
them.   



Communicate
Think about what you 
really want before you 
get into a sexual situation 
and communicate clearly 
with your partner.  If you 
think you are getting mixed 
messages, ask your date 
what she or he wants.

Be assertive
Respect yourself enough 
not to do anything you 
don’t want to do.  Your 
opinions matter, and when 
you say “no,” the other 
person should stop.

Child Sexual Abuse Prevention
Education is the best defense against child sexual assault.  An educated child 
has the ability to recognize dangerous/uncomfortable situations and will be 
more likely to tell you if abuse has occurred.  

In order to protect children, teach them:
✔ to feel good about themselves
✔ the difference between safe and unsafe touches
✔ that their bodies belong to them and no one has a right to hurt them
✔ that safety rules apply to all adults, not just strangers
✔ that they can say “no” to requests that make them feel uncomfortable
✔ to tell you if any adult asks them to keep a secret
✔ that they can rely on you to believe and protect them
✔ that they are not to blame for sexual abuse
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to risk reduction education. 



Defi nitions
Victim vs. Survivor
There are differing opinions on the use of the terms victim and survivor.  Some 
individuals who experience a sexual assault refer to themselves as victims 
because they were victimized by a violent crime.  It also stresses the fact that 
the assault was not their fault.  Other sexual assault victims, however, embrace 
the term survivor because it highlights the strength it takes to survive sexual 
violence and reach out for help. The transition from victim to survivor is a 
personal, self-identifi ed continuum.  It is up to the individual to make her or his 
own decision.  Be careful not to impose a label on the individual or become 
frustrated when she or he moves back and forth between terms.  Typically, a 
person who was recently assaulted is referred to as a victim, while someone 
whose assault happened further in the past is referred to as a survivor.

Perpetrator
A perpetrator is the person who abused or assaulted the victim/survivor.

Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder, or PTSD, is a psychiatric disorder that can occur 
following the experience or witnessing of life-threatening events such as military 
combat, natural disasters, serious accidents, or violent personal assaults like rape.  
People who suffer from PTSD often relive the experience through nightmares 
and fl ashbacks, suffer from intrusive thoughts, have diffi culty sleeping, and feel 
detached or estranged.

Sexual violence is among the most common causes of post-traumatic stress 
disorder.  The chances that a victim will develop PTSD after the assault are 
between 50 to 95 percent (Population Information Program, 2000).

Rape Trauma Syndrome
Identifi ed by Ann Wolbert Burgess and Lynda Lytle Holmstrom in 1974, rape 
trauma syndrome (RTS) is a series of stages in dealing with the assault.  The 
fi rst phase, acute distress, begins immediately following the assault.  It includes 
shock, disbelief, confusion, and anxiety.  At the same time, a number of physical 
symptoms may arise, such as soreness, bruising, bleeding, sleep disturbances, 
nausea and fatigue.

The second phase is a period of apparent readjustment. The victim may 
rationalize the assault or announce she or he has “forgotten” the incident.  This 
may appear to be a fi nal resolution, but usually is not.  The incident is often 
constantly in the back of the victim’s mind.
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Rape Trauma Syndrome (cont.)
The third phase, called reorganization or integration, is marked by the 
reemergence of initial emotions (depression, fear, nightmares, etc.)  The victim 
may appear to be getting worse instead of better.  These responses are a sign 
that she or he may be confronting deep-seated feelings and recovering from the 
assault.

Trigger
Triggers are specifi c touches, sights, sounds, smells, places, etc. that involuntarily 
evoke a memory of the sexual assault.  Triggers often lead to painful fl ashbacks.  
Victims often take conscious or unconscious steps to avoid triggers.  Doing so 
means the victim is forced to limit her or his life activities.

Flashbacks
A fl ashback is a full re-experiencing of the sexual assault.  It is more than a 
memory – the survivor actually believes the trauma is occurring and that she or 
he is reliving the experience.  Often, victims are unable to distinguish the past 
from the present, a friend or loved one from the perpetrator.

Dissociation
Those who were forced to undergo traumatic sexual abuse usually fi nd the 
experience too much to bear.  Since the victim was prevented from leaving the 
assault physically, the only remaining option was mental escape (dissociation).  
Victims often describe it as “fl oating above themselves” or concentrating intently 
on a particular object in the room.  Survivors may continue this behavior 
throughout their lives and in times of stress, may “space out” or go numb.  This 
does not mean the victim is psychotic or has a split personality.

Revictimization
People who have been abused by their families or by people they know and 
trust run a high risk of being victimized again.  Women who reported that they 
were raped before 18 were twice as likely to report being raped as an adult 
(Tjaden & Thoennes, 2000).

Revictimization does not occur because survivors enjoy being abused or 
assaulted.  People who have been abused may suffer from low self-esteem and 
continue to associate with abusive individuals.  Additionally, people with a history 
of abuse often “normalize” violent behavior and may not recognize it as abuse.
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Please visit all fi ve of the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape’s web sites:

 www.pcar.org
 
 www.teenpcar.com

 www.wherestheoutrage.org

 www.nsvrc.org

 www.menagainstsexualviolence.org
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